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International Competition 

Commando Challenge 
2019

International centers for Special Training in protection and secu-
rity Alfa-Metal Ltd , town of Gabrovo, Bulgaria , invites you to
take part into our International Competition Commando Challenge

2019 in memory of all the fallen commandos , soldiers and active offi-
cers into the system of the Ministry of Interior and Ministry of defense
. The Competition will be organized with the initiative of training
center ICSTPS Alfa-Metal Ltd , ex officers of the Bulgarian SWAT team
and ex officers of 68th Squadron - "Special forces" . 

The competition will be
organized on the 27th
and 28th of September

2019 on the tactical out-
door shooting range facil-
ity of ICSTPS Alfa-Metal
Ltd , situated into the
village of Michkovci, in a
close proximity to the town
of Gabrovo, Bulgaria. The
attendance fee per team
will be 70 euro. Addition-
ally you will need to pay
for accommodation, catering services, internal and external transfers
to Alfa-Metal facility. 
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Basic components of the competition:

passing through an obstacle path ( on a designated route and a
designated way of going through each obstacle)

shooting with a long-barrel weapon on a distances of : 85, 65,
50 and 20 meters (usage of SAR AK 47 and M 4 carbine )

shooting with a pistol ( transition from primary to secondary
weapon system )

providing first aid - includes use of a tourniquet, an Israeli
bandage, and following by a procedure of an evacuation of an "in-

jured person" ( a dummy)
passing through a designated route and carrying an "injured

person" (a dummy) - CQB village , going into and out of the build-
ings while carrying an "injured person"

shooting with FX Simunition training system – clearing rooms
and buildings ( use of CQB tactical village )

Equipment needed :
mandatory - tactical equipment - a minimum of 10 kilos
mandatory - a helmet, eye and ear protector

recommendаtory - gloves, knee and elbow protectors



For more information anddetails , you can contactus at :
office@alfa-metal.com
www.alfa-metal.com
+35966830000
+359879943388
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the 01st of September until the 15th of September 2019.

Deadline for applying : 30th of August 2019

Final team results will be split into 2 categories :

1.Current active officers of the Ministry of Interior , Ministry
of Defense and National Service for protection . Date for competi-

tion - 27th of September 2019
2. Civilians and Ex officers . Date for competition - 28th of
September 2019
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Differences Between AK-47, AK-74,
AKM, AK-101, and AK-12

The AK (Avtomat Kalashnikov) is my favorite rifle of all time. The most
famous (The AK47) was invented by Mikhail Kalashnikov in 1947. However,
there is one rifle that he invented before the famous AK47, but we’ll
get to that below.
These guns are unbelievably reliable. They are also simple to clean,
maintain, and fire. And on top of that, AKs come with the added bonus
of also being relatively inexpensive.
As Kalashnikov put it himself:
“I wanted to invent an engine that could run for ever. I could have de-
veloped a new train, had I stayed in the railway. It would have looked
like the AK-47 though (laughs)”.
Mikhail made these guns for moderate distances and close quarters
fighting – being accurate up to about 300m (originally). Many good-
shots can shoot them much farther than that, but the design specs
specifically point toward 300m.
The original AK design has been cloned by many countries, such as
China/Bulagaria/Romania. However, despite the differing types of AKs
and their cloning, the media tends to just refer to every assault rifle
as the infamous “AK-47”.
I hope that this article will clear up any misconceptions about them
and showcase the wide-spread differences between the variants.

0. Description of Components

The image below is of the AKM. However, most of the internal com-
ponents in these rifles are the same throughout the years from

46-100. So (for the most part) it will reliably identify parts of
the rifle, regardless of which type of AK we’re looking at
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1. The AK-46

The AK-46 was Mikhail’s prototype that would later be developed into
the AK47.

It was, as the name implies, originally designed and sought review
in 1946.

This first AK rifle was chambered in 7.62x39mm.

The AK-46 had two variants (for a total of 3 generations) created.
The second generation of the AK46 was the most important to the ad-

dition, however, because it removed the bolt carrier from the outside
of the rifle (making it more reliable), while simultaneously refining
the prototype to provide the “smooth” shooting we’ve known to come and
appreciate from AKs.

An example of the second generation AK-46 is pictured below:

The third generation of the AK-46 didn’t really change anything mean-ingful besides the stock.

It came with the inclusion of an under-folding buttstock, which hasbeen incorporated into certain variants of all future AKs.

Apiece of interest with all AK-46s are that they are short-strokeweapons. Most of the ones we know are long stroke (even the AK-47implemented long-stroke, so this is the only version that is short-stroke).

If you’re curious about the differences between the two, this articlereally explains it well. TL;DR: Long stroke is generally better,and is definitely better for AKs.
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2. The AK-47
One of the single most important weapons of modern history. Its
legacy lives on today as it’s still one of the most widely distrib-
uted and known weapons.
This upgrade of the AK-46 comes with a lot of improvements, here’s
just a few:

One piece stamped receiver (and improved receiver shape)•
Covered bolt carrier•
Simplification of parts (for easy breakdown)•
Long stroke piston (that of which is directly into the bolt-carrier•
itself)

It still used the same cartridge, the 7.62x39mm. As the name implies,
it was approved in 1947 and began it’s widespread distribution the
same year.
Here it is:

This gun went through a lot of later changes. We’ll go through the
transitions in order:

Second Gen AK47 – Dramatic change in furniture. Large muzzle break
was included, along with the ability for a bayonet lug.Third Generation AK47 – Furniture remained the same. Muzzle break
taken off (replaced w/ compensator), gas block was radically changed

in design. Also included the first separate model with a folding stock
(similar to the AK-46).AK-47 1948 Version (“AK-48”) – Ability for an easily-installed muzzle

device. Changed the charging handle to the modern version. This was
the weapon that the Soviets accepted into their military in 1949, sim-
ply called “The AK” (No numerals).
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tional AK, the AK48, or just “The AK” – it all means the same thing.

But that variant also has a fourth name: Type 1. It’s the first in
the variant series of traditional AK’s, since it was the first in-

troduced enmasse to the Soviet military.

The Soviets continued to edit and change the AK over the course of
the next decade, but never renamed it. So we refer to them by their

Type, as in Type 1, Type 2, Type 3. This helps distinguish the differ-
ences between the AK-47.

Type 1: As seen above. (This also includes the AKS version Type 1, a
different version of the Type 1 which pretty much just changed the

stock to the underfolding version. I’m not going into detail about the
AKS because they are practically the same thing, except with a col-
lapsible stock for compact reasons.)Type 2: Designated in 1952. Had a chrome-plated barrel and receiver

(to further improve reliability). This version also had an awesome
lightening cut directly above the magazine as well, which makes it awe-
some for collectors.Type 3: Receiver further refined. Stock attached for better usability.

Omitting of unnecessary things that were added to the Type 2, and a
plethora of other awesome changes. This was the big gun, that changed
the Soviets from SKS’s to AKs. This was also the most abundant of the
milled-receiver versions of the AK.
3. The AKMThis is a pretty common variant of the traditional AK. It stands for

“Avtomat Kalashnikov Modernizirovanniy”, AKA: Modernized AK.

It was approved for full production in 1959. By this time, the Soviets
had the mass production capabilities post-war, allowing these to be

made enmasse.The scientists behind the new developments built them off of the Type
3 AK-47 model.The changes (improvements, by some standards) are numerous, includ-
ing:

New stamped receiver
Receiver cover (w/ reinforced ribs)
Improved hanguards
Inline buttstock (recoil reduction technology)
Relocated gas ports (On gas block)
Lighter bolt carrier
Slant cut muzzle brake
General improvements for the full-auto fire rate and accuracy
Weight reduction of 2.2 lbs
The sights on AKM gained an additional 200 m
The AKM is parkerized instead of blued (Like the Type 3 AK-47)
Modified trigger and springs assembly
Incorporated a hammer release delay device
Barrel is now pressed and pinned to receiver
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The AKM is also the most widely used AK variant in history. It spawned
a ridiculous number of other variants from it, probably over 40 in total
around the world. The gun has been used in every continent, and is widely
deployed in previously-declared Warsaw Pact countries.
Here’s the traditional AKM:

As mentioned above, it created a number of variants. I couldn’t possibly
attempt to address them all, but I’ll give you a list of the more common
ones here:
AKMS
AKMN
AKMSN
AKMSB
AKMSU
AK-56 (Chinese version, was originally based off Type 1 AK-47, but they
upgraded it after they got ahold of an AKM and studied it. Very heavy
use in Asian countries.)
etcetc
4. The AK-74Based off the AKM designs, this variant finally changes the cartridge

to 5.45x39mm. Because of this, all the internal parts were changed
slightly to incorporate the new cartridge efficiently.

As you can probably imagine if you have read this far, this was des-
ignated “AK-74” Because it was an AK made in 1974. Surprise, sur-

prise!

Overall, the changes were minor. It was a modernized version of a
modernized version of the AK. They did change the magazine receiver,

so the old magazines could not fit in it correctly (it’d be the wrong
type of ammo anyway).

It also featured improved front sights, a thinned bolt (for unlocking
the bolt), and a 90-degree gas port to reduce port shearing from

prolonged firing

They incorporated a lot more plastic instead of metal into this rifle
(such as the magazine and the pistol grip), and some later versions

of the AK-74 use entirely polymer furniture.
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AKS-74
AKS-74U
AK-74M (5.5mm hinge-pinned sidefolding buttstock, newer version of AK-
74)
AK-74N
AKS-74N
AKS-74UN
AKS-74UB (added a silenced under-barrel grenade launcher, freakin’ awe-
some)
All of which have other small changes (such as stocks/shorter
length/changed furniture/rails).

With the combination of the muzzle brake and the smaller round, the
AK-74 is one of the lightest-recoil rifles in history. And likewise,

the full-auto feature was incredibly easier to use as well.
Here is the AK-74:

5. The AK-74MIknow this is a variant of the AK-74, yet another modernized ver-
sion of it, but I have to put it in its own section.

It would be unjust for me not too. The firearm designers looked to
this weapon to build upon the newer versions.

This upgrade featured a default inclusion of the optics rail, and
the hinge-centric buttstock mentioned above. The AK-74M became the

official infantry weapon of all Russian military branches in 1991,
and continues to serve today, which is yet another why I can’t leave
it out.

It also has all
black furni-

ture, making
it look like a
mobile tank:
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6. The AK-101

Don’t be fooled. This gun is an AK-74M clone-copy. The only differ-
ence is that it is chambered in 5.56x45mm NATO, and the barrel, re-

ceiver, and magazine have been re-sized to fit the new ammunition.

This was done so it could be the AK version that could be more eas-
ily exported, as the 5.56 is the standard ammunition in many places

around the world.

But it was the first of the AK-100 series. And they did have some
cool advancements I’d like to mention:

AK-102: 12.5 variant of the 101, meant for export.
AK-103: An AK-101 rechambered in 7.62x39mm (Remember the first AKs?).
It’s a replacement for Spetsnaz and other special units in the Russian
geo-political sphere.
AK-104
AK-105: Shortened barrel (12.5). Also has a combination front sight
along with replacement of the traditional gas block on the rifle. This
means the length has been reduced, but the weapon can still use stan-
dard gas tubes/furniture.
See a traditional (AK-101) one here:

7. The AK-12Finally, we’ve reached the most recent AK. This new firearm brings a
lot of changes to the inner workings of the AK, and has two variants

as of this writing: The AK-12 and the AK-15.
The AK-12:
Uses 5.45x39mm
Has a firing rate of 700 per minute
Includes a maximum firing range of 800 m
Is compatible with magazines from the AK-74
Is based off of AK-74M
Has relocated charging handle
Has relocated safety/selector switch
Includes side-folding stock
Changed the handguards and gas block to have abundant Picatinny rail
space
And a couple of other small, internal changes to improve accuracy with
full-auto fire
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Here is the AK-12:

The AK-15:
Is the newest Russian AK, currently only for special forces military/LEO
in Russia
Seeks to replace the AK-103
Is chambered in 7.62x39mm
Made several changes to the gas tube, foregrip, and magazine well. It
looks like it has got a new barrel, but I am not 100% sure on that one
Still has a 700 firing rate, along with the other specs
Returns to the AK-74 traditional lever, instead of the switch which the
AK-12 used
And probably a few other changes from the AK-12 I am forgetting, but you
get the general idea. This one is closer to the AK-103 and traditional
AK-74M than the AK-12, but with improvements from its predecessors.

Differences Between AK-47 Summary

As you can tell, the line of AKs have had a long and sometimes con-
fusing history.They have regularly switched between different types of ammo, levers,
and internal parts – but the AK line has kept the general look and

reliability of the weapon a high priority.While the original AK (AK-46) never made it mainstream, her children
(AK47, AKM, and AK74) sure did. They are some of the most well-known

weapons, and have become some of the most prolific weapons of all time.And the next time someone refers to a weapon as an “AK-47“, feel free
to school them and tell them what the gun actually is. Because more

often than not, it’s not a traditional AK-47.
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Understanding Self-Defense
What is Self-Defense?Self-defense is a legal term which allows a person to use reasonable

force to protect him or a third person from personal injury inflicted
by another so long as the defender has reason to believe that he or a
third person is in serious danger.

The term may also refer to the right to defend one’s own property
(such as their home). It allows a person to protect himself from harm

under appropriate circumstances. It’s a common defense for people ac-
cused of assault, battery, or homicide.

When Can I Use Self-Defense?

The laws on self-defense vary by state. Generally speaking, self-de-
fense can only be used in response to an immediate threat. For ex-

ample, if a person with a knife threatens to stab you if you don’t give
him all your money, and you run away unscathed, you cannot claim self-
defense if you hunt down the perpetrator 24 hours later and punch him.

Additionally, the threat that warrants self-defense can be verbal or
physical, so long as a reasonable person in the same situation would

perceive the aggressor would harm him. For instance, a reasonable person
would not perceive that a three-year-old threatening to hit you until
you gave him chocolate would cause you physical harm, but a grown man
threatening to punch you until you gave him your wallet could reasonably
cause justified fear.

Finally, the threat of harm must be active at the time you defend
yourself. If the threat has ended and there is no more threat of vi-

olence (and thus the danger has ended), the justification for self-de-
fense dwindles.

How Much Violence Can I Inflict on an Aggressor Using Self-De-
fense?Self-defense can only warrant a proportional response. In that re-

gard, the use of force inflicted during self-defense must match the
level of the threat by the aggressor.

If an aggressor is threatening to use deadly force against you, you
are permitted to use deadly force in defending yourself in order to

counteract the threat. You may not, however, use deadly force to defend
yourself if the threat is minor.
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Duty to Retreat vs. Stand Your Ground Laws
As the states differ on their individual laws with regard to self-de-
fense, some are “duty to retreat” states whereas others follow “stand
your ground” laws.
The duty to retreat requires people to first attempt to avoid violence
(i.e. retreat) before they use force in order to validly claim self-de-
fense. In other words, a person must try to escape the potentially dan-
gerous situation before using force to protect oneself.
Stand your ground laws remove the duty to remove yourself from the vi-
olence and permits the victim to use force without first attempting to
flee from the situation. States are split as to whether a victim can
stand his ground by using lethal force.

Can I Use Self-Defense to Protect My Home?
Yes. Pursuant to the “Castle Doctrine,” a person can defend his home
against intruders using lethal force. The idea is that a home is a per-
son’s “castle,” and he can therefore do whatever he can to defend it
against intruders.

Should I Speak with an Attorney?
Self-defense laws can often be complicated and difficult to understand.
In a self-defense case, there are two or more people using force against
each other. This can also make it more difficult to tell who is at
fault. If you need assistance with any claims involving self-defense,
you may wish to speak with a qualified criminal lawyer immediately. An
attorney will be able to help you make sense of the related laws in
your case and can represent you in court during criminal proceedings.
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5 military jokes that will keep you laughing for hours

With all the dumb stuff that's going on in the world today, it's a
damn good thing that the military never loses its sense of humor.

In fact, we're constantly busy coming up with new and hilarious ways
to bash on rival branches in good fun.

So, get ready for a few jokes that we're confident you're going to
repeat later... probably at the bar.

1. The two Marines and a dogTwo Marines are walking down the
street when one of them spots a
dog licking himself. One Marine
says to the other, "man, I wish I
could do that."

To which the other Marine replies,
"no, you better not. That dog
might bite you!"

2. The military and real estateThe reason the Air Force, Army, Navy, and Marines bicker among them-
selves is because they don't speak the same language. For instance,

here's what happens after they secure a building.

The Army will post guards around the building. The Navy will turn out
the lights and lock all the doors. The Marines will kill everybody

inside and then set up headquarters.

The Air Force will take out a five-year lease with an option to buy
at the end.

3. The old veteran and his barracks roomAn old veteran walks into a grocery store. Immediately, the cashier
stops him and says, "sir, your barracks door is open." At first,

he pays zero attention to her because he doesn't
live in the barracks. So, he continues shopping
until he spots a man stocking some shelves. He
tells him what the cashier said and asks what
she could've meant.He tells the veteran that his fly is open.

After completing his shopping, he goes back
to the same cashier and says, "ma'am, you

told me my barracks door was open. While you
were looking, did you see a Marine standing at
attention, saluting?"The cashier replies, "no, sir. I just saw an old, retired veteran

lying on two seabags."
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4. A sailor tells a joke to two MarinesAsailor in a bar leans over to the guy next
to him and asks, "hey, do you want to hear

a Marine joke?" The guy responds, "well, be-
fore you tell that joke, you should know that
I'm 6-foot tall, I weigh 200 pounds, and I'm a
Marine."

"The guy sitting next to me," he contin-
ues, "is 6′ 2″, weighs 250 pounds, and

he's also a Marine. Now, you still wanna tell
me that joke?"

The sailor says, "nah, I don't want to have
to explain it more than twice."

5. One lazy sailor
A senior chief, when address-
ing his 25 sailors, says, "I
have an easy job for the lazi-
est man here. Put your hand up
if you are indeed the laziest."
Almost immediately, 24 men
raise their hands. The senior
chief asks the other man, "why
didn't you raise your hand?"
The sailor replies, "because
it was too much trouble, senior chief."


